
Top technology for 
WOOD MACHINING

New impulses 
for artisanry 
and industry



Wood – A living material

REICHENBACHER wood machining

Wood is a living, but also a delicate material, for the machining of which apart from 
the required precision also the careful handling of its surfaces is of importance. 

The 5-axes technology allows for the milling head to be moved around the compo-
nent in one single clamping operation, which also eliminates inconvenient set-up 
times and a repeated clamping operation, and permits an enormous increase in 
productivity. 

No matter what task – the machining centres of Reichenbacher Hamuel make are 
real all-rounders and prove their utmost flexibility in milling, sawing, grinding, drilling 
and measuring. 

            Furniture and interior construction 
                                              Object construction

 Wood construction and building elements
 Staircase, door and window construction
                                  Shipbuilding
           Facade engineering technology                                         

Production at the highest level
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From machine builder to system supplier

The selection of proven standard components in a suitable combination chosen from a 
modular system permits many versions of equipping a unit. Apart from compact solu-
tions featuring mobile portals, there are available also manufacturing cells with several 
mobile tables and a stationary portal. 

The customer experiences a new dimension of working speed and repeatability when 
machining fronts, parts for interior construction, wooden decors, musical instruments, 
as well as when machining surfaces for the model and mould construction and for all 
other wooden products. 

Demands exceeding the possibilities of mere wood machining, for example those made 
in manufacturing big parts, can be met by our comprehensive range of products without 
any problem. 

Concentration of experience and know-howWood machining

PRIMUS: Universal machine for a small budget

ARTIS-X: Flexible CNC-technology for artisanry

VISION: The components show what the machine can do

Machining centre type ECO with tables 
that can be coupled for the working of 
plate sizes up to 3.3 x 7.0 m

VISION with pin table: 12 steps are 
machined within 12 minutes (including 
set-up)

ECO with 2 tables and 4 units for nesting, 
including tool changers with 12 places to 
move along

ARTIS with special clamping devices for 
the machining of doors, furniture, tables 
and acoustic panels

Automatic beam table with individually 
controllable clamps for the machining of 
round window arches

Door machining with cut-out on a 
VISION with automatic beam table

VISION-II-U with two independent groups 
of units to ensure a tool change without 
downtime 

Plate magazine with 24 places to move 
along (max. tool diameter 300 mm)

5-axes working head of the VISION-RC 
with extraction hood to swivel along
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Technology for a perfect 5-axes machining

First-class quality and high safety standards – those who have used one of our 
machines appreciate the know-how accumulated over more than 60 years. The 
inventiveness, flexibility, precision and reliability of our machines have convinced 
customers who manufacture doors, staircases, windows, building elements, furniture 
and many other products from the high-value natural material wood.
 
REICHENBACHER stands for: 
• More than 30 years of experience in 5-axes and multi-axes technology
• Best quality at high machining forces and great cutting depths
• safe clamping of large, flat components, as well as of small and intricate components
• Assurance of absolute user safety
• Minimum standstills for cost-efficient production

Manufacturing solutions for the futureWood machining

VISION: Special solutions for economic series production

VISION-RC: Well prepared for the future

ECO: A synonym for flexibility 
VISION-III-TT for machining walls for 
wooden houses up to dimensions of 
13,500 x 3,200 x 250 mm

Working units of a VISION-ST (staircase 
production), 5-axes unit with three additi-
onal milling motors

Glulam-machining (up to 50 m) with a 
5-axes working unit (spindle 55 kW, saw 
blade 800 mm)

Machining of staircase strings on an ECO 
with 2 automatic beam tables 

Machining of a body part with a 15 spindle 
drilling unit in an ARTIS

Cardanic 5-axes working head (24 kW 
spindle that can be tilted by – 20°) for the 
machining of solid wood



Reichenbacher Hamuel GmbH
Rosenauer straße 32 · D-96487 Dörfles-Esbach
Phone: +49 (0)9561-599-0 · Fax: +49 (0)9561-599-199 
info@reichenbacher.de · www.reichenbacher.com 
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CNC-technology at its best


